Build Features
Users Will Love
Stop guessing. Use data to drive the success
of your apps.

The Goal:
A product manager at a retail app publisher aims to increase app revenue. The company initially
built its app to complement the in-store shopping experience. The product manager plans to expand
her feature set to increase time users spend in the app, which would increase the likelihood that users
make a purchase. By way of comparison, Target recently achieved this goal when it integrated
Cartwheel (see more). Additionally, many competitors recently updated their apps, so she needs
to move quickly to protect her market share.

The Challenge:
Although the company’s key competitors have launched new features, the product manager
doesn’t know if these improvements have been successful - have they led to more downloads
or increased engagement? Without this knowledge, she struggles with what to build, how to
prioritize her roadmap, and how to estimate the impact to revenue.

The Solution:
App Annie Intelligence oﬀers rich market data to predict user adoption, a critical piece in
forecasting app revenue. Historically, conversations about what to build were not always validated
by data. With App Annie market data, the product manager is now able to prioritize features with
proven success in increasing usage. This data accelerates time to launch, protects her market share
from competitors, and increases revenue. Most importantly, she builds a new feature that delights
her users.
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Benchmark Against Competitors
Challenge: The product manager wants her
team to be aware of all competitors in the
shopping category. The team knows Amazon
is the top app, but wants to know how other
publishers are performing.

Action: The team can forecast how many
downloads are required to surpass the performance of competitors. The product manager
helps the team keep a pulse on the market
by scheduling a weekly emailed report.

Benefit: App Annie Intelligence enables the
team to evaluate category leaders based on
downloads, active users or other engagement
metrics and identify new popular apps.

Keep an Eye Out for New Trends
Challenge: The mobile market moves so quickly
it is tough for the product team to stay up to
date on new entrants.

Action: The product manager discovers a new
shopping app whose social sharing functionality
is popular among a younger demographic. She
decides to incorporate the social functionality
into her own app. This increases usage of
current users leading to a boost in app revenue.

Benefit: Analyzing apps based on increases in
rank, downloads, or app usage helps the team
quickly identify emerging trends.
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New version see all eligible
sale items at
your store

Added “wallet”
to app name

New version Coupon feature
added

Uncover Competitive Insights
Challenge: Keeping track of all competitive
product updates is an arduous task. The product
manager often misses out on important updates.

Action: She receives an alert that the competitor launched a coupon feature. This is an idea
she also is considering. She saves the app to
her personalized dashboard to monitor
performance.

Benefit: App Annie Intelligence provides a
repository of all app updates, including version,
description, and screenshot. The product
manager sets up a Slack alert to be notified
when a competitor releases a new app version.

Measure New Feature Success
Challenge: It is diﬃcult to assess the success of
product releases without data. The product team
often spends weeks testing features and holding
subjective debates without any guarantee users
will like them.

Action: She analyzes a competitor who recently
added mobile deals to their app and concludes
it did not result in increased downloads or
engagement. She takes this data point to her
team and together they agree to deprioritize
this item in their roadmap.

Benefit: App Annie Intelligence takes the guesswork out of understanding what works and what
doesn’t. The product manager can measure the
impact of a new release by assessing changes
in downloads or engagement.
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Brick N Mortar

Discover What Users Want
Challenge: Getting new ideas on what to build is
diﬃcult. Consumer surveys and focus groups are
expensive and participants may not really know
what they want.

Action: She deduces a greater percentage
of her users use a competitor’s app after the
competitor integrated 3rd-party payment
systems. She uses this data point to propose
prioritizing a similar feature.

Benefit: App Annie Intelligence shows the
product manager the other apps that her users
use. The data gives the product manager
a better understanding of what users need
and want.

Launch Successfully
Challenge: After a new app version release, the
product manager measures customer
satisfaction by proactively looking out for
negative reviews. However, gathering all reviews
is time consuming.

Action: The product manager notices that recent
reviews have low ratings and include the words
“login error.” She takes this back to her
engineers, who immediately implement a fix.
Most importantly, she ensures her customers
have a positive app experience. This drives
customer adoption and helps her achieve her
revenue goals.

Benefit: Using App Annie’s APIs, she is able to
automate the process and keep a pulse on
consumer sentiment.
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Building successful apps is all
about the due diligence that goes
into your product strategy.
App Annie Intelligence helped this retail
app product manager to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benchmark against competitors
Uncover competitive insights
Keep an eye out for new trends
Measure feature success
Discover what users want
Launch successfully

Learn how to use App Annie Intelligence
to predict new feature adoption:

Product Tour for Product Managers:
Measure Feature Success

Want to connect with us?

C O N TA C T S A L E S

AppAnnie.com

